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Minimally Unsatisfiable Subformulas (MUS) find a wide
range of practical applications, including product configura-
tion, knowledge-based validation, and hardware and software
design and verification. MUSes also find application in re-
cent Maximum Satisfiability algorithms and in CNF formula
redundancy removal. Besides direct applications in Proposi-
tional Logic, algorithms for MUS extraction have been ap-
plied to more expressive logics. This paper proposes two al-
gorithms for MUS extraction. The first algorithm is optimal
in its class, meaning that it requires the smallest number of
calls to a SAT solver. The second algorithm extends earlier
work, but implements a number of new techniques. Among
these, this paper analyzes in detail the technique of recur-
sive model rotation, which provides significant performance
gains in practice. Experimental results, obtained on represen-
tative practical benchmarks, indicate that the new algorithms
achieve significant performance gains with respect to state of
the art MUS extraction algorithms.
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1. Introduction

There has been a remarkable amount of recent work
on algorithms for computing minimal explanations of
unsatisfiability over the last decade (e.g. [52,30,8,27,
26,19,20,21,51,22,16,23,39,44,48,40,4,5,38]). Most of
this work is inspired by earlier work on computing ex-
planations for inconsistencies (e.g. [14,10,3]). Algo-
rithms for MUS extraction have often been character-
ized as constructive [22] (also referred to as insertion-
based [16,39]), as destructive [22] (also referred to as
removal-based [16], or deletion-based [39]), or as di-
chotomic [30,26]. All MUS extraction algorithms in-
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volve a number of calls to a SAT solver (or some
other NP oracle). For destructive approaches, the best
performing algorithms require O(m) calls to a SAT
solver, where m is the number of clauses in the orig-
inal formula. Existing constructive approaches require
O(m × k) calls to a SAT solver, where k is the size
of the largest MUS in the original CNF formula [22].
Finally, the dichotomic approach requires O(k logm)
calls to a SAT solver. Recent work proposed an ap-
proach based on a weighted Maximum Satisfiability
(MaxSAT) solver [16], but the function problem asso-
ciated with computing a weighted MaxSAT solution is
in ∆P

2 , and so unlikely to be in NP. There is also a large
body of work on computing good approximations of
MUSes (e.g. [39,38]). Despite the large body of work,
MUS extraction algorithms are not industrial-strength,
meaning that, with a few recent exceptions (e.g. [44]),
MUS extraction algorithms are seldom evaluated on
large problem instances or used in practical settings.
This is demonstrated in the results section of this paper,
where previous MUS extraction algorithms are shown
to be in general inefficient for large complex problem
instances from practical applications.

This paper extends recent work on developing indus-
trial-strength MUS extraction algorithms [40,4], and
its main contributions can be summarized as follows.
First, the paper develops a constructive algorithm for
MUS extraction that requires O(m) calls to a SAT
solver. This result implies (i) that destructive and con-
structive approaches have the same worst-case com-
plexity in terms of the number of calls to a SAT solver;
and (ii) that when k = Θ(m), the new algorithm rep-
resents the optimal case (as does the destructive algo-
rithm). More importantly, this new algorithm blurs the
distinction between destructive and constructive algo-
rithms. Motivated by this observation, the paper pro-
poses a hybrid algorithm that formally operates as a
constructive algorithm, but that essentially exploits all
steps of the algorithm to reduce the number of re-
quired iterations. This causes the algorithm to oper-
ate in a mostly hybrid mode, iteratively constructing
the MUS, but also exploiting available information to
reduce the number of iterations. Another contribution
of the paper is the integration of a number of tech-
niques that serve to simplify each SAT solver call, and
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to reduce the set of clauses that need to be analyzed
through a call to a SAT solver. Moreover, the paper
also shows that some existing techniques need not be
considered for MUS extraction. Among the new tech-
niques, the novel technique of model rotation, first pro-
posed in [40] and further extended in [4], is shown to
enable significant savings in terms of the SAT solver
calls necessary for computing an MUS. Finally, the pa-
per conducts a comprehensive evaluation of existing
publicly available MUS extractors on representative in-
dustrial problem instances, obtained from well-known
practical applications of SAT, where MUS extraction
finds application. Compared to earlier work [40,4], this
paper extends the analysis of model rotation, and iden-
tifies some of its limitations. In addition, this paper pro-
vides a more extensive experimental evaluation.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows ...

2. Preliminaries

A set of variables X = {x1, . . . , xN} is assumed.
A formula F in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) is
defined as a set of sets of literals defined on X . A lit-
eral is either a variable or its complement. Each set
of literals is referred to as a clause. Moreover, it is
assumed that each clause is non-tautological. Given a
clause ci, {¬ci} denotes the set of unit clauses obtained
from negating ci. Additional standard definitions can
be found elsewhere (e.g. [18,41]). The focus of this pa-
per are unsatisfiable formulas, and the characterization
of the sources of unsatisfiability. Throughout the paper,
F , F ′ ⊆ F , FR, FI and U denote CNF formulas, S
and S ′ denote MUSes of F , and M denotes a subset
of an MUS S.

Definition 1 (MUS) M ⊆ F is a Minimally Un-
satisfiable Subset (MUS) iff M is unsatisfiable and
∀c∈M,M\ {c} is satisfiable.

Definition 2 (MCS) C ⊆ F is a Minimal Correction
Subset (MCS) iff F \C is satisfiable and ∀c∈C ,F \ (C \
{c}) is unsatisfiable.

Throughout the paper, m denotes the number of
clauses in the original CNF formulaF ,m = |F|, and k
denotes the number of clauses in the largest MUSM,
k = |M|. The MUS decision problem, i.e. the prob-
lem of deciding whether a CNF formula F is an MUS
isDP -complete. In contrast, the problem of computing
an MUS from an unsatisfiable CNF formula requires
a number of calls to a SAT oracle. Over the years,

three main approaches have been proposed for comput-
ing an MUS: constructive [14], destructive [10,3] and
dichotomic [30,26]. Constructive approaches require
O(m×k) calls to an NP-oracle, destructive approaches
require O(m) calls, and dichotomic approaches re-
quire O(k × logm) calls. Despite the theoretical in-
terest of the dichotomic algorithm, the most recent im-
plementation of MUS extraction algorithms are either
destructive [6,44] or constructive [51].

Most practical MUS computation algorithms itera-
tively identify transition clauses [22]. The following
definition is used throughout this paper.

Definition 3 (Transition Clause) Let F be an unsat-
isfiable set of clauses and let c ∈ F be a clause. If
F \ {c} is satisfiable then c is a transition clause with
respect to F .

Lemma 1 Let c be a transition clause of CNF formula
F . Then c is included in any MUS of F .

Proof. F \ {c} is satisfiable. Any unsatisfiable subset
of F must include c. 2

Throughout the paper, SAT solvers are used as NP-
oracles, that test the satisfiability of CNF formulas. In
general, SAT(F) tests the satisfiability of a formula
F ; it returns value true if the formula is satisfiable,
and value false if the formula is unsatisfiable. Where
necessary, SAT(F) may also return the satisfying as-
signment and an unsatisfiable subset. In this case, the
output of the SAT solver call is represented as fol-
lows: (st, ν,U)← SAT(F). st is a Boolean variable as-
signed value true if the instance is satisfiable, in which
case ν contains a solution to F , or assigned value
false, in which case U ⊆ F is an unsatisfiable subfor-
mula. Besides the use of SAT solvers as NP-oracles,
some algorithms propose the use of weighted MaxSAT
solvers [16].

The standard organization of a destructive MUS ex-
traction algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1 [22,39].
The algorithm starts with a working formulaM equal
to the original formula F . Iteratively, the algorithm
checks whether each one of the clauses ci ∈ M is a
transition clause. Non transition clauses are removed
fromM. In the end,M is an MUS.

This algorithm is studied in more detail in later sec-
tions.

Recent overviews of MUS extraction algorithms can
be found in [22,16,39].
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Algorithm 1: Destructive MUS Extraction
Input : Unsatisfiable CNF Formula F
Output: MUSM

1 begin
2 M← F // MUS over-approximation

3 foreach ci ∈M do
4 if not SAT(M\ {ci}) then // ci is not transition clause

5 M←M\ {ci}
6 returnM // Final M is an MUS

7 end

3. Applications of MUSes

Minimally unsatisfiable subsets of CNF formulas
are used in a wide variety of contexts of theoretical and
applied computer science. Some of the practical appli-
cations from the early 2000’s that motivated the inter-
est in algorithms for computing MUSes include type
debugging in programming languages [50], circuit er-
ror diagnosis [25], and error localization in automo-
tive product configuration data [49]. However, by the
late 2000’s it became clear that some of the technolo-
gies that traditionally relied on the computation of non-
minimal unsatisfiable subsets of propositional formu-
las (e.g. [17,42,24,29]) – the unsatisfiable cores – can
benefit significantly, and are willing to pay the price,
for the computation of MUSes.

In this section we describe on a high level two, and
go into details of another one of the recent applications
of MUSes. These applications come from the domain
of Computer Aided Design (CAD): formal equivalence
checking, hardware model checking and logic synthe-
sis.

In this section we have no choice but to assume that
the reader is familiar with the basic terminology and
some of the technologies used in CAD. If this is not
the case, the section can be safely skipped.

3.1. Formal Equivalence Checking

Formal Equivalence Checking (FEC) [28] is a tech-
nique for formally proving equivalence of two design
models. FEC is used in various stages of the VLSI de-
sign flow, for example in functional equivalence com-
parison of the golden Register Transfer Level (RTL)
model against the implementation which might be cre-
ated manually or by an automatic synthesis tool.

Due to the limited capacity of the formal verification
engines, FEC has to be performed compositionally:

the compared models are separated into small parts,
the slices, and the equivalence between the slices is
checked with BDD, or, more recently, SAT-based FEC
engine. Note that any slice in isolation can have more
behaviours than when it is part of the complete model
– for example, some combinations of the input signals
of the slice may be unrealizable in the complete model.
As such, the FEC is performed with respect with the
environmental assumptions which mimic the essential
behaviour of the complete model with respect to the
slice.

SAT-based FEC is performed by constructing a
propositional formula that captures the logic of the
two slices and the environmental assumptions. The
constructed formula is unsatisfiable if and only if the
slices, under the given assumptions, are functionally
equivalent. If the equivalence of two slices is estab-
lished, the assumptions need to be confirmed – that is
the designer must prove that the assumptions are guar-
anteed by the model (this is an example of so-called
assume-guarantee reasoning for compositional verifi-
cation [1]). As such it is critical to reduce the number
of assumptions required to prove the equivalence of the
slices.

One of the approaches to the reduction of the num-
ber of the environmental assumption is to consider the
unsatisfiable core of the unsatisfiable formula that es-
tablishes the equivalence between slices – any assump-
tion that is not part of the core can be ignored. How-
ever, in practice the unsatisfiable cores produced by
SAT solvers still contain a large number of assump-
tions [12]. Ideally, a smallest possible core is needed.
However, the computation of a smallest core is ex-
tremely costly, and so MUSes provide an effective and
practically feasible alternative. In [12] it was shown
that MUS-based reduction of environmental assump-
tions in FEC a critical impact on the efficiency of the
design flow.
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3.2. Proof-based Abstraction Refinement

Proof-based abstraction refinement (PBA) [42] is a
popular approach to model checking of large industrial
hardware designs. The goal of model checking [11,47]
is to establish correctness properties of finite state tran-
sition systems, which in the case of hardware, capture
the Finite State Machine (FSM) of a hardware design.

The basic idea of PBA is to start with a Bounded
Model Checking (BMC) run for some small depth
k. In BMC [7] a propositional formula BMC(k) is
constructed in such a way that it is unsatisfiable if
and only if no execution of the FSM with k or less
steps violates the correctness property. If the formula
BMC(k) is satisfiable, the property is violated, and
we are done. Otherwise, the unsatisfiable core of the
formula BMC(k) is used to construct an abstraction
of the given design in the following way: for a latch L
in the design, let LC(L, k) be the set of clauses in the
BMC(k) that represent the input-output correspon-
dence of the latch values on the execution steps. Then,
if none of the clauses of LC(L, k) partake in the unsat-
isfiable core of BMC(k), the latch L is removed from
the design (i.e. it is replaced with a primary input). The
design abstracted in this way has more behaviours than
the original one, however it still has the property that
no executions of length k or less violate the correctness
condition. The abstracted design is then checked with
a complete (for example, BDD-based) model checker,
and if the property is proved on the abstract design, it is
guaranteed to hold on the concrete design. Otherwise,
the length of the violating execution, which is provided
by the complete model checker and is guaranteed to be
larger than k, is used for the next BMC run.

Notice that each latch abstracted from the concrete
design reduces the state space of the design by a factor
of 2. Thus, it is extremely beneficial to abstract away
as many latches as possible. As with our example of
FEC, the smallest core of the formulaBMC(k) would
be ideal for this purpose, however since it is too ex-
pensive to compute, an MUS is computed instead, and
can be used effectively to eliminate additional latches.
As suggested in [45] this procedure can be further op-
timized by computing the core terms of sets of clauses.

3.3. Boolean Function Bi-decomposition

Boolean function decomposition [2,13] is a funda-
mental operation in logic synthesis. Given a Boolean
function f(X) the task is to represent f in the form

f(X) = h(g1(X), . . . , gm(X)),

such that that h and gi’s are simpler Boolean func-
tions. Decomposition with m = 2 is referred to as bi-
decomposition, and is of particular practical relevance
due to the fact that logic netlists are most often ex-
pressed in terms of binary gates. To showcase the ap-
plication of MUSes in this setting we now set up the
necessary background.

Given a set of variables X , a partition of X is a set
of pair-wise disjoint sets XA, XB , XC such that X =
XA ∪XB ∪XC . A partition is non-trivial if XA 6= ∅
and XB 6= ∅. A partition is disjoint if XC = ∅, and is
balanced if |XA| = |XB |. Given a Boolean function
f(X) the bi-decomposition of f consists of a partition
of X and two Boolean functions fA and fB such that

f(X) = fA(XA, XC) ◦ fB(XB , XC), (1)

where ◦ is usually one of ∨,∧, or ⊕.
The primary issue in bi-decomposition is to obtain a

good partition of variables, i.e. a partition that is non-
trivial, almost balanced, and such that the set of com-
mon variables XC is small (or even empty) – the latter
condition is the most important due to the fact that it
affects directly the amount of wiring in the synthesized
circuit. Once the partition is known, the functions fA
and fB can be computed using by various methods, for
example using BDDs or SAT and Craig interpolation
(cf. [43,33]).

In [33,9] the authors show that the problem of the
existence of a particular non-trivial partition can be
reduced to checking the unsatisfiability of a certain
propositional formula. Furthermore, the unsatisfiable
cores of this formula correspond to other non-trivial
partitions such that the size of the core is related di-
rectly to the quality of the partitions. For example, for
the case of OR bi-decomposition (i.e. when ◦ = ∨ in
(1)), the aforementioned formula is given by following
proposition.

Proposition 1 (cf. Proposition 2, [9]) LetXA, XB , XC

be a non-trivial partition of the set of variables of a
Boolean function f(X). Then, f can be decomposed
into fA(XA, XC) ∨ fB(XB , Xc) for some functions
fA, fB if and only if the following propositional for-
mula F is unsatisfiable:

F = f(X) ∧ ¬f(X ′) ∧ ¬f(X ′′) ∧ FA ∧ FB , (2)

where
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(i) X ′, X ′′ are the sets of primed versions of vari-
ables in X;

(ii) FA =
∧

x∈XB∪XC
(x ≡ x′);

(iii) FB =
∧

x∈XA∪XC
(x ≡ x′′).

Example 1 Let X = {p, q, r}, XA = {p}, XB =
{q}, XC = {r}. Then a function f(p, q, r) can be rep-
resented as fA(p, r)∨fB(q, r) if and only if the propo-
sitional formula

f(p, q, r) ∧ ¬f(p′, q′, r′) ∧ ¬f(p′′, q′′, r′′) ∧

(q ≡ q′) ∧ (r ≡ r′) ∧ (p ≡ p′′) ∧ (r ≡ r′′)

is unsatisfiable.

Using Proposition 1 variable partitions are com-
puted in the following way. The computation begins by
identifying a non-trivial seed partition ofX – such par-
tition can for example be constructed by selecting two
variables xi, xj ∈ X and setting XA = {xi}, XB =
{xj}, XC = X \ {xi, xj}, and verifying the unsatis-
fiability of the formula (2). If the formula is unsatisfi-
able, a seed partition is found, otherwise another pair
of variables is selected. The selection of variables for
the seed partition can be aided by heuristics (e.g. [9]).

Note that the quality of the seed partition is rather
poor – most of the variables are in the common set
XC . However, the quality of the partition can now be
improved by considering the unsatisfiable cores of the
formula (2): if for some variable x ∈ X a core contains
only the clauses that correspond to (x ≡ x′) (resp.
(x ≡ x′′)) then the variable x can be moved to the
set XB (resp. XA). If the core doesn’t contain either
of these clauses, the variable x can be moved either to
XA or XB (this way the partition can be made more
balanced).

Clearly, small unsatisfiable cores are likely to cor-
respond to good partitions, hence the minimization of
the core size is of the key importance in this applica-
tion. Since, again, the computation of the smallest un-
satisfiable core is too expensive, MUSes provide an ef-
fective and efficient alternative. The results reported in
[9] demonstrate that the MUS-based variable partitions
are of significantly better quality that those based on
non-minimal unsatisfiable cores.

4. New Constructive Algorithm for MUS
Extraction

This section develops a new constructive algorithm,
that takes O(m) calls to a SAT oracle. This result im-

plies that constructive and destructive approaches for
MUS extraction have the same worst-case complexity
in terms of the number of calls to a SAT solver, and
improves known results in this area [22,39,38].

Algorithm 2 shows the new constructive MUS
extraction algorithm. This new algorithm borrows
ideas from a number of earlier algorithms. Simi-
larly to AMUSE [46], it adds relaxation variables to
all clauses. In addition, and similarly to the use of
weighted MaxSAT for MUS extraction [16], a SAT
(resp. weighted MaxSAT) test is used to decide which
clause to add to the MUS being built.

The operation of the algorithm is as follows. Assume
the original formula F is unsatisfiable. The algorithm
starts by creating a working formula FR by relaxing
all clauses in F . An AtMost1 constraint is created and
encoded into the CNF formula T , requiring at most
one relaxation variable ri to be assigned value true.M
is initially an empty set and in the end is an MUS.

The outcome of the SAT solver call (see line 7) given
formula FR ∪ T ∪ M can either be true or false. If
the outcome st is true, this means that exactly one re-
laxation variable was set to true. This relaxation vari-
able ri is associated with a clause ci that is part of the
MUS M being constructed. If st is false, this means
that more than one relaxation variable would have to
be assigned value true for the outcome to be true. This
also implies the existence of more than one MUS, and
so the solution is to (arbitrarily) block one MUS. This
is done by simply removing a clause cRi from FR that
also occurs in the unsatisfiable formula U computed
by the SAT solver. The process is iterated until FR

becomes empty (denoting that M is unsatisfiable), in
which caseM is an MUS.

To prove that Algorithm 2 computes an MUS of F ,
the following intermediate results will be used.

Definition 4 Throughout the execution of Algorithm 2,
let FI represent the clauses in FR without the cor-
responding relaxation variables. (Observe that FI ∩
M = ∅.)

Lemma 2 AssumeM ( S ⊆ FI ∪M, where S is an
MUS. Let FR ∪ T ∪M be unsatisfiable. ThenM can
be extended to strictly more than one MUS.

Proof. Suppose thatM can be extended to exactly one
MUS S. Select a clause ci in S \M, and relax clause
ci. By definition of MUS, S \ {ci} must be satisfiable,
and sinceM can be extended to exactly one MUS, then
FR∪T ∪M would have to be satisfiable; a contradic-
tion. 2
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Algorithm 2: Constructive MUS Extraction with AtMost1 Constraint
Input : Unsatisfiable CNF Formula F
Output: MUSM

1 begin
2 M← ∅ // M: MUS under-approximation

3 R ← {ri | ri is fresh variable for ci ∈ F} // R: relaxation variables

4 FR ← {ci ∪ {ri} | ri ∈ R ∧ ci ∈ F} // FR: working formula

5 T ← CNF(
∑

ri∈R ri ≤ 1) // ≤ 1 constraint

6 while FR 6= ∅ do // Repeat while relaxed clauses exist

7 (st, ν,U)← SAT(FR ∪ T ∪M)
8 if st = true then
9 ri ← TrueVariable(ν,R) // Get true relaxation variable

10 cRi ← Clause(FR, ri) // Get clause associated with ri

11 FR ← FR \ {cRi } // Remove clause cRi = ci ∪ {ri} from FR

12 M←M∪ {cRi \ {ri}} // Add clause ci = cRi \ {ri} to MUS

13 else // If unsatisfiable, U ∩ T 6= ∅
14 if U ∩ FR = ∅ then
15 FR ← ∅
16 else
17 cRi ← SelectClause(FR ∩ U)

18 FR ← FR \ {cRi } // Block one MUS

19 returnM // Final M is an MUS

20 end

Corollary 1 AssumeM ( S ⊆ FI ∪M, where S is
an MUS. Let FR∪T ∪M be unsatisfiable (i.e. line 13
of the algorithm), let U be an unsatisfiable subformula
computed by the SAT solver, and let (ci∪{ri}) ∈ FR∩
U . Then there exists an MUS S ′ with S ′ ⊆M∪ (FI \
{ci}).

Proof. M∪(FR\{ci∪{ri}})∪T is either satisfiable,
requiring exactly one clause in FR to be relaxed, or
remains unsatisfiable. In either case, it still contains an
MUS. 2

Lemma 3 AssumeM ( S ⊆ FI ∪M, where S is a
MUS. Let FR ∪ T ∪M be satisfiable, and let ci be a
clause with an associated true relaxation variable ri.
Then, any MUS with clauses in FI ∪M will include
ci.

Proof. By hypothesis,FI∪M is unsatisfiable. IfFR∪
T ∪M is satisfiable, then FR∪M has an MCS of size
1, which is identified by the relaxed clause ci. Hence,
by definition of MCS, ci must be part of any MUS in
FI ∪M. 2

Theorem 1 Algorithm 2 returns an MUS of unsatisfi-
able CNF formula F .

Proof. To prove that Algorithm 2 computes on MUS
of F , the following invariants hold after each iteration
of the algorithm: (i) FI ∪M is unsatisfiable; and (ii)
there exists an MUS S, with M ⊆ S ⊆ FI ∪ M.
The invariants can be proved by induction on the num-
ber of iterations of the algorithm. Clearly, the invari-
ants hold for the base case, with M = ∅ and FI un-
satisfiable. Suppose that the invariants hold after itera-
tion j − 1. Then, the objective is to analyze the invari-
ants after iteration j. Suppose the SAT call in line 7
returns false. Hence, one clause is removed from FI .
From Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, it is guaranteed that
the resulting formula FI ∪M is still unsatisfiable and
contains an MUS. Alternatively, suppose the SAT call
in line 7 returns true. Hence, the relaxation variable
is removed from the identified relaxed clause and the
clause is added to M. From Lemma 3, the identified
clause is included in any MUS, and so can be added to
M. Moreover, the two invariants still hold:M contin-
ues to be part of an MUS and FI ∪M is unsatisfiable.
2
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Lemma 4 The number of calls to a SAT solver by Al-
gorithm 2 is in Θ(m).

Proof. To prove that the number of calls is O(m), ob-
serve that the algorithm removes one clause from FR

at each iteration of the loop. Hence, there can be at
most m calls to a SAT solver. To prove that the num-
ber of calls is Ω(m), consider the following CNF for-
mula F = {¬x1} ∪N−1i=1 {xi,¬xi+1} ∪ {xN}, with
|F| = N + 1 = m. F has a single MUS, containing
all clauses. Each iteration of the algorithm will add ex-
actly one clause toM. Hence, the number of calls to
the SAT solver is N + 1 = m. Thus, the number of
calls to a SAT solver is in Ω(m). 2

Lemma 4 shows that deletion-based and insertion-
based MUS extraction algorithms can have the same
asymptotic complexity in terms of the number of calls
to a SAT solver. Moreover, Algorithm 2 provides one
concrete example of such algorithm. It should be noted
that Algorithm 2 runs the SAT solver on a modified
problem instance. However, as will be shown later, de-
spite working on a modified problem instance, Algo-
rithm 2 provides a few practical advantages.

5. Hybrid MUS Extraction

One of the interesting aspects of Algorithm 2 is that
it blurs the distinction between constructive and de-
structive algorithms. On the one hand, the algorithm
iteratively expands a subset of an MUS. On the other
hand, the algorithm requires O(m) calls to a SAT
solver. Similarly, one can develop a variant of Algo-
rithm 1 that is essentially a constructive algorithm. Al-
gorithm 3 shows this variant. As with Algorithm 2,M
denotes a subset of an MUS, and the number of calls
to a SAT solver is O(m). Nevertheless, Algorithm 3
also shares similarities with Algorithm 1, namely that
each clause is analyzed exactly once, thus guaranteeing
Θ(m) calls to a SAT solver. Besides the minor changes
needed to make a constructive variant of Algorithm 1,
Algorithm 3 also includes a number of key optimiza-
tions detailed below. Observe that for these techniques
to be easily integrated, the algorithm needs to operate
in constructive mode.

To describe the techniques used to improve the per-
formance of MUS extraction, it is convenient to isolate
the clauses known to be part of an MUS (i.e.M) from
the clauses yet to be analyzed (i.e. F ′). Hence, the al-
gorithm can be viewed as constructive. The new tech-
niques are included in lines 7, 10, and 12. Although

the techniques described in this section are integrated
in Algorithm 3, they can be applied with minor modi-
fications to any destructive, constructive or dichotomic
MUS algorithm.

5.1. Clause-Set Trimming

A standard preprocessing technique for computing
MUSes of large CNF formulas is clause set trim-
ming. Trimming consists of iteratively calling a SAT
solver on computed unsatisfiable subformulas until
no changes are detected in between calls to the SAT
solver [52]. Nevertheless, for large practical problem
instances, iterating the computation of unsatisfiable
subformulas until a fixed point is reached can be in-
efficient. A simpler alternative is to iterate the com-
putation of unsatisfiable subformulas a constant num-
ber of times, or until the size change in the computed
unsatisfiable subformulas is below a given threshold.
Observe that clause set trimming can be viewed as the
preprocessing step equivalent to clause set refinement
described next.

5.2. Clause-Set Refinement

Next, we analyze the technique summarized in
line 12 of Algorithm 3.

Let the outcome of the SAT solver be false. In this
case, one can refine the working set of clauses with the
unsatisfiable subformula computed by the SAT solver.

Lemma 5 (Clause Set Refinement) LetF ,F ′,M and
U be as defined in Section 2. Consider the outcome of
the SAT solver on formula F ′ ∪M. If the result is un-
satisfiable, with unsatisfiable subformula U , then any
MUS in U containsM. Thus, the working formula F ′
can be set to U \M.

Proof. By construction, M is composed of transi-
tion clauses, each of which is part of an MUS (see
Lemma 1). Hence, any MUS in U must contain the
clauses in M. Since the clauses in M are known to
be transition clauses, the working formula F ′ can be
updated to U \M. 2

A more complicated version of clause set refine-
ment, that involves considering the resolution proof
after each unsatisfiable outcome, has been described
elsewhere [15,44]. Our approach considers solely the
computed unsatisfiable core, and so allows using the
SAT solver as a black box (provided the solver returns
an unsatisfiable core).
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Algorithm 3: Hybrid MUS Extraction
Input : (Trimmed) Unsatisfiable CNF Formula F
Output: MUSM

1 begin
2 F ′ ← F // Working CNF formula

3 M← ∅ // MUS under-approximation

4 while F ′ 6= ∅ do
5 ci ← GetClause(F ′)
6 F ′ ← F ′ \ {ci}
7 (st, ν,U) = SAT(M∪F ′ ∪ {¬ci}) // Add redundancy checking

8 if st = true then // If SAT, ci is transition clause

9 M←M∪ {ci}
10 RMR(F ′ ∪M,M, ν) // Recursive model rotation

11 else if U ⊆M∪F ′ then // Equivalently, if U ∩ {¬ci} = ∅
12 F ′ ← U \M // Clause-set refinement

13 returnM // Final M is an MUS

14 end

5.3. Redundancy Removal

The redundancy removal technique consists of con-
straining the SAT solver call, as shown in line 7 of
Algorithm 3. The additional constraints consists of
adding to the CNF formula the negation of the re-
moved clause. It is well-known that ci is redundant
if F \ {ci} ∪ {¬ci} is unsatisfiable [34]. Although
this technique was first used in [51], in the context
of a constructive MUS extraction algorithm involving
O(m × k) calls to a SAT solver, it has not been used
in destructive (or hybrid) MUS extraction algorithms.
In addition, its use affects the integration of other tech-
niques, as discussed below.

The integration of the redundancy removal tech-
nique (line 7) and clause set refinement is not imme-
diate, since the clauses from the redundancy removal
technique can be part of the computed unsatisfiable
core. The solution is to include a test (line 11 of Algo-
rithm 3) to decide when the unsatisfiable core can be
used as the next working CNF formula.

Proposition 2 Let U be the unsatisfiable core returned
by the SAT solver in line 7 of Algorithm 3. If U ∩
{¬ci} = ∅, then U contains an MUS S of F .

5.4. Recursive Model Rotation

Finally, we describe the technique summarized in
line 10 of Algorithm 3. Let the outcome of the SAT
solver be true and let ν be the computed model. This

assignment must unsatisfy the clause removed from
F ′. Similarly, any assignment that unsatisfies a single
clause c from F ′ and satisfies all clauses inM proves
that c must be part of an MUS.

Lemma 6 Let F , F ′ ⊆ F and M be as defined in
Section 2. Let ν be a model ofM∪ F ′ ∪ {¬ci} (that
must unsatisfy clause ci). Then ci is included in any
MUS of F that containsM.

Proof. ci is a transition clause. Hence, by Lemma 1,
ci is included in any MUS of F ′. Since F ′ ⊆ F , any
MUS of F ′ is an MUS of F . 2

Therefore, given the model ν, we can compute ad-
ditional clauses to add to the MUS by selective flip-
ping of the variable assignments in ν. The question is
then how to decide which variable assignments to flip.
The technique described in this paper is referred to as
model rotation. This technique consists of analyzing
changes to the computed model ν that will satisfy the
single clause unsatisfied by ν. This is illustrated with
the following example.

For clarity of the presentation we introduce the fol-
lowing notation: given a CNF formula F and an as-
signment ν, Unsat(F , ν) denotes the set of clauses
in F falsified by ν. The expressions V ar(c) (resp.
V ar(S)) denote the set of variables that occur in the
clause c (resp. set of clauses S). Finally, given an as-
signment ν, ν|¬x denotes the assignment that agrees
with ν on all variables except x.
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Example 2 (Model Rotation) Let F = {c1, . . . , c5}
be an unsatisfiable formula with

c1 = {¬x1,¬x2} c3 = {x2,¬x3} c5 = {x1, x2}

c2 = {x1,¬x2} c4 = {x2, x3}

Suppose that c1 is removed from F . Then F \ {c1}
is satisfiable, and let ν1 = {x1, x2, x3} be the model
of F \ {c1} returned by the SAT solver. We have
Unsat(F , ν1) = {c1}. Let ν2 = ν1|¬x1 , that is ν2 =
{¬x1, x2, x3}. We now have Unsat(F , ν2) = {c2},
and therefore, c2 is another transition clause of F .

The process can be continued until for some clause c
and the corresponding model ν of F \ {c}, for every
variable x ∈ V ar(c) the set Unsat(F , ν|¬x) is ei-
ther not a singleton, or contains a clause that is already
known to be a transition clause. In the above exam-
ple, the rotation stops at ν2 as Unsat(F , ν2|¬x2) =
{c3, c5}, while Unsat(F , ν2|¬x1) = {c1}1. Note,
however, that since the clause c1 has two literals, we
can “backtrack” to the initial assignment ν1 and at-
tempt to flip the variable x2. This is motivated by the
following observation.

Lemma 7 LetF be an unsatisfiable formula, let c ∈ F
be a transition clause, and let ν be a model of F \ {c}.
Then, the sets Unsat(F , ν|¬x) for x ∈ V ar(c) are
pairwise disjoint.

Proof. Take x ∈ V ar(c), and let c′ be some clause
in Unsat(F , ν|¬x). Since c′ /∈ Unsat(F , ν), the lit-
eral of variable x was critical in c′ under ν (that is, the
only literal in c′ that evaluates to 1 under ν). Since ev-
ery clause has at most one critical literal, the lemma
follows. 2

Hence, by performing model rotation on different
variables of c we are guaranteed to obtain disjoint sets
of clauses, thus increasing the likelihood of detecting
additional transition clauses.

Example 2 (continued) We backtrack to the assign-
ment ν1 and flip variable x2 to obtain the assign-
ment ν3 = {x1,¬x2, x3}, and since Unsat(F , ν3) =
{c3} we have a new transition clause c3. Rotation
of ν3 on variable x3 results in the assignment ν4 =
{x1,¬x2,¬x3}, which gives another transition clause
c4. Rotating ν4 on x2 results in the assignment ν4 =
{x1, x2,¬x3} at which point the rotation terminates,
because Unsat(F , ν4) = {c1} and c1 is already
known to be a transition clause, and all possible rota-
tions have been made.

1ν2|¬x1 is simply ν1 — in the examples that follow we will omit
the cases of “unflipping” variable.

In this example, such recursive model rotation (RMR)
allows to detect all of the transition clauses of F . Re-
markably, as demonstrated in Section 7, the cases when
RMR finds all, or close to all, of the transition clauses
do occur often on practical instances.

The sketch of the algorithm for the recursive model
rotation is presented in Algorithm 4. The algorithm
is invoked whenever an MUS extractor detects a new
transition clause as a result of a call to a SAT solver.
We note that the total number of model rotations dur-
ing the execution of an MUS computation algorithm
on any formula F is at most k · cmax, where k is the
size of the largest MUSM of F , and cmax is the max-
imum among the lengths of clauses inM. On the other
hand, each successful model rotation (i.e. the one that
detects a new transition clause) saves a potentially ex-
pensive call to a SAT solver. Given that in practical in-
stances the size of MUSes rarely exceeds a few tens of
thousands of clauses, it is not surprising that model ro-
tation often provides for significant performance gains.
In Section 7 we demonstrate these gains empirically,
and also investigate whether RMR can be improved to
allow to detect more transition clauses.

Clearly, model rotation could use more elaborate ap-
proaches for finding assignments that falsify a single
clause. For example, local search or even a complete
SAT solver could be considered. Nevertheless, the ob-
jective of model rotation is to eliminate calls to the SAT
solver, and so a simple (linear time) procedure is used
instead.

The analysis of computed models was first used
in [51]. However, model rotation is a fundamentally
different technique. Whereas the approach in [51] as-
sociates a model with each clause and requires worst-
case quadratic space, model rotation simply considers
single variable value changes to each computed model,
so as to identify clauses that are in an MUS of the orig-
inal formula.

5.5. Analysis of Other Techniques

Algorithm 3 integrates, adapts and extends several
techniques proposed in earlier work. One additional
technique could be considered, namely autarkies [31].
For example, autarkies have been successfully used
in recent MUS enumeration algorithms [36]. In con-
trast, the use of autarkies in Algorithm 3 is less clear.
First, by definition a clause is part of an autarky if
and only if it is not included in any resolution refu-
tation. Hence, since the proposed algorithms start by
trimming the initial CNF formula, the autarkies of F
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Algorithm 4: Recursive Model Rotation (RMR)
Input : F — an unsatisfiable CNF formula

:M⊆ F — a set of transition clauses of F
: ν — a model of F \ {c} for some c ∈M

Effect:M may contain additional transition
clauses of F

1 begin
2 c← the single clause in Unsat(F , ν)
3 foreach x ∈ V ar(c) do
4 ν′ ← ν|¬x
5 if Unsat(F , ν′) = {c′} and c′ /∈M then
6 M←M∪ {c′}
7 RMR (F ,M, ν′)

8 end

are guaranteed to be automatically removed. Neverthe-
less, a less known observation is that, since clauses are
discarded while searching for an MUS, it is possible
that additional autarkies may exist with respect to F ′.
Nevertheless, and similarly to clause set trimming, the
use of clause set refinement also guarantees that au-
tarkies are automatically eliminated, and so need not
be computed. Although the previous observations sug-
gest that identification of autarkies is unnecessary if
clause set trimming and refinement are used, there are
cases where autarkies can still find application in Algo-
rithm 3. Observe that, due to the redundancy removal
technique, clause set refinement may not be applicable
after every unsatisfiable outcome. When this happens,
then autarkies may exist, and can be identified. How-
ever, our experimental results indicate that the size of
new autarkies does not justify their computation during
the execution of the MUS extraction algorithm.

5.6. Interfacing SAT Solvers

In MUS extraction algorithms, SAT solvers can ei-
ther be used in incremental or non-incremental mode
(e.g. [6]). Recent experimental results suggest that
incremental mode provides significant performance
gains [51,44]. Our implementation uses an incremen-
tal interface to the SAT solver, with one key change.
Any clause ci declared as being part of the MUS M
needs not continue to be handled in incremental mode.
Hence, the assumption variable used to activate ci can
be eliminated. This technique is beneficial for problem
instances with large MUSes, since the overhead of the
incremental interface is reduced as more clauses are
added to the MUSM.

6. Experimental Results

The algorithms described in the previous sections
were implemented in the MUS extraction tool MUSer
(MUS ExtratoR), built on top of the Picosat [6]
SAT solver. Supported by existing experimental ev-
idence [39,38], the incremental interface of Picosat
was used. (Observe that other work [44] also pro-
poses the use of the incremental interface of modern
SAT solvers.) The experimental evaluation focused on
the following MUS extractors: the new constructive
MUS extraction algorithm based on relaxation vari-
ables (CRV) described in section 4; the hybrid MUS
extraction algorithm (HYB) described in section 5; a
reference destructive algorithm (DREF); a reference
constructive algorithm [14] (CREF); the recent con-
structive algorithm from [51] (MUNSAT); a recent
local-search-guided destructive MUS extraction algo-
rithm from [21] (AOMUS); a well-known MUS ex-
tractor from [52] (ZMIN); SAT4J [32] MUS extrac-
tor in linear constructive mode (S4J I), in QuickX-
Plain [30] mode (S4J Q), and in destructive mode
(S4J D). Finally, a destructive MUS extraction algo-
rithm available in the Picosat distribution [6] (PMUS).
As shown by the results below, fairly recent MUS ex-
tractors [21,51,16] perform considerably worse than
the most recent generation of MUS extractors, includ-
ing the ones described in this paper.

The experimental evaluation focused on 500 prob-
lem instances submitted to the MUS track of the 2011
SAT Competition 2. All problem instances were ob-
tained from practical applications of SAT, including
hardware bounded model checking, FPGA routing,
hardware & software verification, equivalence check-
ing, abstraction refinement, design debugging, func-
tion decomposition, and bioinformatics. Clause set
trimming (based on invoking the SAT solver a fixed (3)
number of times) was applied to all problem instances
before running any of the MUS extraction algorithms.
Otherwise, algorithms that do not implement clause set
trimming would perform poorly. All results were ob-
tained on an HPC cluster, where each node is an 8-
core CPU Xeon E5450 3GHz, with 32GByte RAM and
running Linux. For each problem instance, the speci-
fied resources were a time limit of 1200 seconds and a
memory limit of 4 GByte. For SAT4J, the Java virtual
machine used was the Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server
VM (build 19.1-b02). Figure 1 shows a cactus plot
with all MUS extractors, showing the instances solved

2http://www.satcompetition.org/2011/.
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Fig. 1. Cactus plot with running times of MUS extractors.

by increasing run times. The following conclusions
can be drawn. First, the new constructive algorithm
based on relaxation variables (CRV) clearly outper-
forms all other constructive algorithms, namely MUN-
SAT, S4J C and CREF. Second, and more importantly,
the new hybrid algorithm HYB outperforms all other
MUS extraction algorithms. It solves more instances,
but the plot also shows a clear performance edge with
respect to all other algorithms. Third, fairly recent
MUS extractors algorithms, namely MUNSAT [51]
and AOMUS [21], perform significantly worse than the
more recent generation of MUS extractors. Fourth, and
finally, constructive algorithms perform significantly
worse than destructive algorithms, the exceptions be-
ing the new algorithms CRV and HYB. However, the
results confirm that constructive algorithms requiring
O(m× k) calls to a SAT solver simply do not scale in
practice.

The cactus plot is completed with Table 1, that
shows the number of solved instances. The main con-
clusions here are that: (i) the new algorithm HYB
solves the largest number of instances; and (ii) recently
published MUS extraction algorithms [21,51] are un-
able to solve many instances, many of which are easily
solved by other approaches.

Finally, Figure 2 shows scatter plots comparing the
run times of HYB with the next best MUS extraction al-
gorithms, namely DREF, S4J D, PMUS, and AOMUS.
Again the results are clear. HYB clearly outperforms
DREF, i.e. the reference implementation of destructive
MUS extraction. Moreover, HYB clearly outperforms

PMUS, in many cases by one order of magnitude or
more. Also, HYB extensively outperforms AOMUS, in
most cases by more than one order of magnitude. Fi-
nally, HYB also outperforms S4J D, although in this
case there are a number of outliers. These outliers rep-
resent problem instances with small MUSes, for which
S4J D performs well.

To conclude the experimental evaluation, the best
performing MUS extraction tools are compared against
the MUS extractor from [44], on selected problem in-
stances. The best run times from [44] are used, since
the tool is not publicly available. Moreover, the hard-
ware where the MUS extractors were run is similar.
The run times (in seconds) are shown in Table 2. As
can be concluded, HYB performs significantly better.
For the barrel instances, the speedup is around one
order of magnitude. For the longmult instances, the
speedup is almost two orders of magnitude. For the
pipe instances, HYB performs better in one instance,
and worse in another.

7. More on Model Rotation

The goal of this section is to provide additional
insights into the power and capabilities of recursive
model rotation (RMR), as described in Section 5. This
additional attention to the technique is justified by the
analysis of the effect of RMR summarized in Fig. 3.
The plot in Fig. 3, left demonstrates the impact of
RMR on the runtime of HYB by comparing the run-
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Table 1
Number of solved instances

Solver CREF MUNSAT S4J I CRV ZMIN AOMUS S4J Q PMUS S4J D DREF HYB

# Solved 112 154 158 228 235 374 429 444 453 454 488
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot comparing HYB with other MUS extractors: CPU time.

Table 2
Comparison with [44]

Instance 3pipe 4pipe 1 barrel6 barrel7 barrel8 longmult6 longmult7 longmult8

Best in [44] 167 1528 348 700 4110 968 5099 —

HYB 194 1143 35 72 400 11 99 811
DREF 365 — 40 94 332 30 398 —

PMUS — — 68 102 701 51 283 —

S4J S 223 — 395 829 — 152 883 —

times of HYB and a version of HYB without RMR. We

observe that RMR allows for significant, often multi-

ple orders of magnitude, speed-ups in MUS extraction.

Such speed-ups are explained by the significant reduc-

tion in the number of invocations of SAT solver dur-

ing MUS extraction (Fig. 3, center) — in fact, we ob-

serve that in many cases MUS computation requires

a single SAT solver invocation, which is the theoreti-

cal minimum3. Finally, we note that even in the cases
when RMR cannot detect all of the transition clauses,
the technique is still extremely effective – on vast ma-
jority of the benchmark instances RMR detects over
60% of all transition clauses (Fig. 3, right).

Given the apparent power of RMR, it is natural to
ask whether the technique can be extended in a man-

3Recall that we assume that the input instance is unsatisfiable,
hence we do not perform the first (UNSAT) call.
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Fig. 3. Left: HYB vs HYB without RMR in terms of CPU time (sec). Center: HYB vs HYB without RMR in terms of the number of invocations
of the SAT solver (solved instances only). Right: histogram of the percentage of clauses in the MUS computed by HYB detected using RMR.

ner that would allow to detect more, if not all, neces-
sary clauses. It is also of interest to investigate whether
some of the additional information can be extracted
during the execution of the algorithm. In this section
we put forward a number of proposals, and evaluate
their effectiveness empirically.

We note that since an instance may not have any
transition clauses (this happens when it has more than
one disjoint MUS), RMR, or any of its possible exten-
sions, can be only used as an optimization of MUS ex-
traction algorithms, rather than a standalone technique
for computation of MUSes. As such, any extension to
RMR should maintain the low computational overhead
of the technique.

To gain insight into the operation of RMR it is help-
ful to consider the following structure, which we call
the rotation graph of an unsatisfiable CNF formula, de-
fined as follows.

Definition 5 (Rotation graph) Let F be an unsatisfi-
able CNF formula. The rotation graph ofF , in symbols
RF , is a labelled directed graph 〈V,E,L〉, where

(i) the set of vertices, V , is the set of all possible as-
signments to V ar(F);

(ii) each vertex ν ∈ V is labelled with the set
Unsat(F , ν) of clauses in F falsified by ν;

(iii) there is a directed edge e = 〈ν, ν′〉 ∈ E, if ν′ =
ν|¬x for some x ∈ Unsat(F , ν).

Thus, the rotation graph RF for a formula F has
2|V ar(F)| vertices that correspond to all possible as-
signments to variables of F . Each vertex ν is labelled
with the set Unsat(F , ν). Each pair of assignments h
and ν′ = ν|¬x on Hamming distance 1 from each other
is connected by a directed edge 〈ν, ν′〉 if x is a variable
that appears in a some clause falsified by ν.

Example 3 Consider the formula F from Example 2
which we reproduce here for convenience. F =
{c1, . . . , c5}, where

c1 = {¬x1,¬x2} c3 = {x2,¬x3} c5 = {x1, x2}

c2 = {x1,¬x2} c4 = {x2, x3}

The rotation graph RF is shown in Figure 4. Note
that a pair of directed edges in opposite directions is
depicted as double-headed arrow. The vertex (assign-
ment) ν1 = {x1, x2, x3} is labelled with {c1}, because
c1 is the only clause in F falsified by ν1. There is a
directed edge from ν1 to ν2 = {¬x1, x2, x3} because
x1 ∈ V ar(c1). However, since x3 /∈ V ar(c1), there is
no edge from ν1 to {x1, x2,¬x3}.

{¬x1,¬x2,¬x3}

{x1, x2, x3}

{¬x1, x2, x3} {x1,¬x2, x3} {x1, x2,¬x3}

{¬x1,¬x2, x3} {¬x1, x2,¬x3} {x1,¬x2,¬x3}

c1

c1c2 c3

c3c5 c2 c4

c4c5

Fig. 4. Rotation graph for a formula F from Example 3. Double–
headed arrows represent a pair of edges in the opposite directions.
The label of a vertex is shown on the right side of it.

A rather straightforward observation is that for ev-
ery transition clause c ∈ F there is a vertex ν in RF
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labelled solely by c, i.e. Unsat(F , ν) = {c}. We will
say that ν is a distinguishing assignment (or vertex) for
c in this case.

Definition 6 (Distinguishing assignment) Let F be
an unsatisfiable CNF formula. An assignment ν is
a distinguishing assignment (for some clause c) if
Unsat(F , ν) = {c}.

Thus, given the unsatisfiable formula F , the set
M⊆ F that contains some of the necessary clauses of
F and a distinguishing assignment ν for some c ∈M,
the execution of RMR(F ,M, ν) (see Algorithm 4) can
be seen as a depth-first traversal of the rotation graph
RF that starts at vertex ν and that does not visit any
vertex ν′ that satisfies one of the following termination
conditions:
(t1) ν′ is a distinguishing assignment for a clause c′

that is already inM, or
(t2) ν′ is not a distinguishing assignment, that is

|Unsat(F , ν′)| > 1.
We will refer to a vertex ν of RF as visited

by RMR, if the algorithm was invoked with ν as
a parameter, either directly or recursively. For ex-
ample, the vertices visited during the execution of
RMR(F ,M, ν1) on the formula F from Examples 2
and 3 are: ν1 = {x1, x2, x3}, ν2 = {¬x1, x2, x3},
ν3 = {x1,¬x2, x3}, and ν4 = {x1,¬x2,¬x3}.

The conditions (t1) and (t2) guarantee that any exe-
cution of recursive model rotation visit at most O(|F|)
vertices. At the same time, as demonstrated in the fol-
lowing example, the conditions inhibit the ability of the
procedure to detect necessary clauses.

Example 4 Let F = {c1, . . . , c6}, where

c1 = {x1, x2} c3 = {¬x1,¬x3} c5 = {¬x2,¬x3}

c2 = {x3, x4} c4 = {¬x1,¬x4} c6 = {¬x2,¬x4}

Note thatF is minimally unsatisfiable. Assume that the
setM of known transition clauses is empty.

First, consider the execution of RMR(F ,M, ν1)
where ν1 = {¬x1,¬x2, x3, x4}. We haveUnsat(F , ν1) =
{c1}. Since x1 and x2 are in V ar(c1), RMR can at-
tempt to flip the two variables, howeverUnsat(F , ν1|¬x1) =
{c3, c4} and Unsat(F , ν1|¬x2

) = {c5, c6}. Thus, nei-
ther of the two assignments (note that they are neigh-
bours of ν1 inRF ) are distinguishing, and RMR termi-
nates without detecting any additional clauses due to
the condition (t2).

Second, consider the execution of RMR(F ,M, ν2)
where ν2 = {¬x1,¬x2, x3,¬x4}. We also have

Unsat(F , ν2) = {c1}. We invite the reader to check
that the assignment ν3 = {¬x1, x2,¬x3, x4}, which
is the only distinguishing assignment for the clause c6,
will not be visited by RMR due to the condition (t1),
and so RMR will not detect the clause c6.

In fact, in this example, at least one clause will be
missed by RMR regardless of the initial distinguishing
assignment.

Thus, a possible approach to enhancing the ability
of RMR to detect additional transition clauses is to re-
lax the termination conditions (t1) and (t2). In order
to relax the condition (t1) we allow the algorithm to
visit a vertex ν even if it is a distinguishing vertex for
a clause c that is known to be a transition clause. In
order to guarantee the termination of the algorithm,
we must ensure that the algorithm never re-visits any
vertex — note that the condition (t1) provides such
guarantee implicitly. In order to relax the condition
(t2) we allow the algorithm to visit a vertex ν even if
|Unsat(F , ν)| > 1. When this is the case, the foreach
loop of RMR (Algorithm 4, lines 3-7) iterates over all
variables in the clauses of Unsat(F , ν).

While Example 4 demonstrates that the unrestricted
version of RMR (i.e. with the conditions (t1) and (t2)
relaxed as described above) has the potential to detect
more transition clauses, a quick look at Example 3 and
Fig. 4 reveals that in the worst case the algorithm may
traverse all of the 2|V ars(F)| vertices of the rotation
graph. To control the worst-case computational com-
plexity of the unrestricted algorithm we introduce two
parameters – the rotation depth rd, rd ≥ 1, and the
rotation width rw, rw ≥ 1 – and define the relaxed
versions of the termination conditions (t1) and (t2) in
the following way:

(t1′) ν′ is a distinguishing assignment for a clause c′

and the number of visited distinct distinguishing
assignments for c′ is greater than rd;

(t2′) |Unsat(F , ν′)| > rw.

In other words, rotation depth is the maximum num-
ber of distinct distinguishing assignments allowed to
be visited for any clause, while the rotation width con-
trols the maximum number of unsatisfied clauses al-
lowed in any visited assignment. Setting rd = rw = 1
gives the original termination conditions of RMR4,

4Note that we tacitly assume that if c ∈ M, then it has been
visited by RMR at least once – in the context of Algorithm 3 this
indeed is the case, since RMR is invoked for every newly discovered
transition clause.
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Algorithm 5: Extended Model Rotation with depth rd and width rw (EMRrd,rw)
Input : F — an unsatisfiable CNF formula

:M⊆ F — a set of transition clauses of F
: ν — a model of F \ S for some S ⊂ F

Effect:M may contain additional transition clauses of F
1 begin
2 foreach x ∈ V ar(Unsat(F , ν)) do
3 ν′ ← ν|¬x
4 S ← Unsat(F , ν′)
5 if |S| ≤ rw then // Check rotation width (condition (t2′))

// Ensure that ν′ was not visited, and check rotation depth (condition (t1′))
6 if ν′ /∈ visited(S) and |visited(S)| < rd then
7 if |S| = 1 then // Found a new transition clause

8 M←M∪S
9 visited(S)← visited(S) ∪ {ν′} // ν′ is visited

10 EMR rd,rw(F ,M, ν′) // Recurse

11 end

while setting rd = rw =∞ results in the unrestricted
version of RMR.

The resulting algorithm parametrized by rd and
rw, extended model rotation, or EMRrd,rw, is pre-
sented in Algorithm 5. The algorithm maintains a
global (i.e. saved between the invocations) datastruc-
ture visited which, for each set S ⊆ F with rw or
less clauses, keeps the set of assignments ν such that
Unsat(F , ν) = S. For example, visited({c}) con-
tains up to rd distinguishing assignments for the clause
c. EMR is invoked by the hybrid MUS extraction al-
gorithm instead of RMR whenever a new transition
clause is detected via a call to SAT solver (Algorithm 3,
line 10).

Proposition 3 The number of assignments visited by
Algorithm 3 with RMR replaced by EMRrd,rw, for a
fixed finite rd and rw, is O(rd ·mrw), where m is the
number of clauses in the input formula.

Proof. Let F be the unsatisfiable input formula. In the
worst case the algorithm will visit rd distinct assign-
ments for each of the subsets of F of size rw or less.
The number of such subsets is bounded by |F|rw. 2

Proposition 3 implies that using extended model
rotation with large depth, and particularly with large
width, on application benchmarks is not practical –
for example, even for rw = 2 the algorithm might
incur run-time and memory overhead of the order of
|F|2. We evaluated the performance of the algorithm
with various settings for the values of rd and rw, and

present the results of the evaluation for (rd = 5, rw =
1) and (rd = 1, rw = 2) in Fig. 5. The plots com-
pare the percentage of transition clauses detected by
EMR vs that of RMR, and the impact of EMR on the
run-time of the hybrid MUS extraction algorithm. We
observe that, as expected, the increase in the rotation
depth, and more so in the rotation width 5, allows EMR
to detect more transition clauses (Fig. 5, top-left and
bottom-left). However, even for (rd = 5, rw = 1) this
increase does not payoff in terms of run-time, and in
fact appears to inhibit performance on some of the in-
stances (Fig. 5, top-right). The situation is worse for
the case (rd = 1, rw = 2) (Fig. 5, bottom-right),
where in fact the algorithm runs out of memory on 78
benchmark instances solved by HYB (with RMR).

On the theoretical note, it is unclear whether an un-
restricted version of EMR is capable of detecting all
transition clauses of a given unsatisfiable formula F .
This question boils down to answering whether for any
formula F there is a traversal of the rotation graph RF
that visits at least one distinguishing assignment for
each transition clause c ∈ F . Based on our computa-
tional experiments we put forward the following con-
jecture.

Conjecture 1 Let F be a minimally unsatisfiable CNF
formula, and let RF be the rotation graph of F . Then,
there exists a distinguishing assignment ν such that the
traversal of RF starting from ν visits at least one dis-
tinguishing assignment for each clause c ∈ F .

5Recall that RMR is equivalent to EMR with (rd = 1, rw = 1).
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Fig. 5. HYB (with RMR) vs HYB with EMR with parameters settings (rd = 5, rw = 1) (top row), and (rd = 1, rw = 2) (bottom row). Left
column: comparison of the percentage of clauses in the computed MUS that were detected by RMR vs EMR. Right column: comparison of CPU
time (sec) of HYB with RMR vs EMR.

In other words, given a minimally unsatisfiable for-
mula F and a “right” initial assignment, the unre-
stricted version of model rotation will discover all
clauses of F . We leave it as an open question to prove
or refute the conjecture.

We now go back to the original version of RMR,
and describe an additional technique that allows to use
some of the information derived during the execution
of the algorithm. This technique, called clause reorder-
ing is based on the following observation.

Proposition 4 LetF be an unsatisfiable formula. Then,
for any assignment ν the set Unsat(F , ν) contains at
least one clause from each of the MUSes of F .

Proof. If not, then the set F \ Unsat(F , ν) includes
an MUS of F , and so must be unsatisfiable. 2

Proposition 4 justifies the following heuristic for se-
lection of clauses in the hybrid MUS extraction al-
gorithm: whenever RMR visits an assignment ν with
|Unsat(F , ν)| > 1 (i.e. the test on line 5 of Algo-
rithm 4 fails because ν′ is not a distinguishing assign-
ment), try to remove the clauses in Unsat(F , ν) next
(i.e. the clause ci selected on line 5 of Algorithm 3 is
selected from this set). The idea is that for instances
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Fig. 6. Scatter plot comparing HYB with HYB with clause reorder-
ing in terms of CPU time (sec).

with many MUSes chances are that the clauses from
this set belong to different MUSes, and so among the
next few calls to the SAT solver, the solver will return
UNSAT and the clause set refinement will remove the
clauses outside of the unsatisfiable core. We evaluated
clause reordering empirically and present the results of
the evaluation in Fig. 6. We observe that while clause
reordering allows to solve 2 instances previously un-
solved by HYB, in general the results are mixed. We
conclude that there is no clear advantage in using the
technique in the current form.
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8. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, Algorithm 2 was first
presented in an earlier version of this paper [40]. Nev-
ertheless, the use of relaxation variables for MUS ex-
traction has been proposed in earlier work. For exam-
ple, AMUSE [46] also uses relaxation variables. How-
ever, AMUSE does not compute an MUS, and iden-
tifies instead a reduced unsatisfiable subset. The use
of relaxation variables has also been considered ex-
tensively in the enumeration of MUSes [35,37], and
in the use of MaxSAT for MUS extraction [16]. Al-
though the use of relaxation variables resembles the
use of selector variables [44], it is fundamentally dif-
ferent. Selector variables serve solely to specify clause
(de)activation in incremental SAT. Relaxation vari-
ables serve to specify constraints on how many clauses
can be relaxed.

Algorithm 3 was also first presented in an earlier
version of this paper [40], even though its organi-
zation can be viewed as a (constructive) variant of
Algorithm 1. Moreover, some of the techniques im-
plemented by Algorithm 3 are novel, and their in-
tegration is also novel. Also, the implementation of
these techniques requires a constructive MUS extrac-
tion algorithm. Clause set refinement was first stud-
ied in [15,44]. However, the solution proposed there
is more complicated, being based on analyzing resolu-
tion proofs. In contrast, our approach simply uses the
returned unsatisfiable core. The analysis of computed
models for finding more than one transition clause per
iteration of the algorithm was first used in [51], in the
context of a constructive algorithm requiring Θ(m×k)
calls to a SAT solver. In [51], each clause is character-
ized by an associated assignment, that aims to satisfy
all clauses in a working set of clauses but itself; clearly
this can entail non-negligible memory requirements
for large-scale problems instances. Model rotation was
proposed in earlier versions of this paper [40,4]. Plain
model rotation was proposed in [40] and recursive
model rotation was proposed in [4]. This paper com-
plements the study of model rotation by providing a
detailed analysis of its impact in efficient MUS extrac-
tion, of possible extensions, and some of its limitations.
Finally, the technique of including {¬ci} in the CNF
formula given to the SAT solver is standard in CNF re-
dundancy checking [34], and was first used for MUS
extraction in [51]. Our implementation follows this ap-
proach. Nevertheless, this paper proposes a new solu-
tion for integrating the redundancy removal technique
and clause set refinement.

Recent work on MUS extraction also addressed non-
clausal formulas [5] and group-oriented (or high-level)
MUS extraction [44,48].

9. Conclusions

This paper details new algorithms for the efficient
extraction of MUSes from unsatisfiable CNF formulas,
first proposed in [40,4], and has a number of contribu-
tions. The first contribution is a new constructive MUS
extraction algorithm. Whereas existing algorithms re-
quire O(m × k) calls to a SAT oracle, the new al-
gorithm requires O(m) calls. In practice, the new al-
gorithm is shown to outperform all existing construc-
tive algorithms. More importantly, this new algorithm
shows that constructive and destructive MUS extrac-
tion algorithms share a number of important similar-
ities. The second contribution exploits this observa-
tion, and develops a hybrid algorithm, that is orga-
nized as a constructive algorithm, but that exploits fea-
tures of destructive algorithms. In addition, this algo-
rithm integrates a number of key MUS extraction tech-
niques, including redundancy removal, clause set re-
finement and, more importantly, model rotation. These
techniques essentially exploit all of the main steps of
the MUS extraction algorithm, i.e. calls to the SAT
solver, and both unsatisfiable and satisfiable outcomes.
Moreover, the paper also develops conditions for the
integration of these techniques. Moreover, although the
proposed techniques are integrated in the new hybrid
algorithm, they can be used with any MUS extraction
algorithm. Among the techniques studied in this paper,
model rotation is shown to be crucial for the practi-
cal efficiency of MUS extraction algorithms, and there-
fore is analyzed in greater detail. The techniques pro-
posed in this paper (and related earlier work [40,4])
represent what seems to be the most effective organi-
zation of model rotation, and this paper provides in-
sights on why this is the case. The resulting algorithm
(HYB) outperforms publicly available MUS extraction
tools. The performance gains often exceed one order of
magnitude when compared with state of the art MUS
extraction tools. In addition, algorithm HYB is shown
to also outperform recent non-publicly available MUS
extraction algorithms [44]. Finally, it is worth mention-
ing that the HYB algorithm as well as the implementa-
tion of several other MUS extraction algorithms is pub-
licly available in the MUSer (MUS ExtractoR) soft-
ware tool.
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The experimental results are promising and indi-
cate that HYB represents the new state of the art in
the area of MUS extraction algorithms. Nevertheless,
practical applications of MUS extraction algorithms
can gain from more efficient solutions. A number of
research directions can be envisioned. MUSes find a
wide range of practical applications in a number of
domains (e.g. see [38]). One line of work is to adapt
the HYB algorithm to other domains. A line of work
recently investigated by other researchers is a tighter
integration of the MUS extraction algorithm with the
SAT solver. Some techniques developed in this paper
could be further explored with this tighter integration.
Finally, another line of research is to integrate in MUS
extraction algorithms SAT solvers implementing the
most recent SAT techniques, and evaluate their effec-
tiveness for MUS extraction.
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